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Abstract

This article is devoted to research of the kinds of the attribute in the Mari language. According to the different features five kinds of the attribute are distinguished. They are expanded and not expanded; isolated and not isolated; prepositive and post-positive; coordinated and uncoordinated; homogeneous and inhomogeneous. In the Mari language attributes can be subject to semantically equal and unequal dependent words in the same or different morphological forms. Separation of the Mari attributes occurs in the case of postposition and there is also its coordination with the determining word. In the Mari language determining of the postpositional attributes is associated with emotional coloring of speech. During the research it was found that the preposition and postposition of the attribute characterize them as uncoordinated and coordinated. The homogeneous attributes are different from inhomogeneous ones in that they are connected with coordinative bond and they exercise identical syntax functions and characterize person or object on the different sides. All these kinds of the attributes give the most complete picture of parts of the sentence in the Mari language.
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1. Introduction

Between the attribute and the determined word there is an attributive relationship in the Mari language. The attribute is used before a noun or a substantivized word in the most cases in the Mari language and the order of the components is based on the model as “the attribute+the determined word”. The attribute points to the quality and properties of persons and objects, features of objects in time, position, quantity, attachment and their relation to other subjects.

According to their significance following attributes are distinguished in the Mari Language as: 1) qualitative attributes which show color, taste, size, shape, material of the object; 2) attributes which express attachment; 3) attributes which characterize subject according to its relation to another subject; 4) attributes which define quantity of the determined word.

In the Mari language the rule of combinability of words are various. Attributes, which comprise attributive word combination, are members of its subordinates and they are combined with the subject, object, adverbial modifier, or nominal part of the predicate.

The syntax group of the attributive word combination includes noun, adjective, numeral, pronoun, participle, infinitive and imitative word as an attribute.

2. Materials and Methods

The aim of this study is to consider the kinds of attributes in the Mari language. As the factual materials of research the original works of classical and contemporary Mari prose, poetry, drama and press are investigated. Theoretical and methodological base was papers of the Finno-Ugric and Russian linguistics. During examining of the attribute method of synchronic description of the collected material with using of distributive analysis and elements of diachronic method were applied.

3. Results

In the Mari language, our analysis of the attribute allowed to divide it into five types according to the following criteria:
– According to using of the attribute it can be expanded or not expanded.
According to making different intonation it can be isolated and not isolated.
According to position of the main word attribute can be prepositive and postpositive.
According to coordination it can be coordinated and uncoordinated attribute with the determined component.
According to having two or more identical or different morphological forms and meanings attribute can be homogeneous and inhomogeneous.

3.1 Expanded and not Expanded Attributes

In the Mari language there are more not expanded or single attributes, for example: “And there rye seedlings seem green, very green” (Oraj, 1978). “Travelling person sees much” (Shabdar, 1975). “Another woman goes hanging her head and says nothing” (Savi, 1978). “The rich man had large field” (Columb, 1972). “Night’s darkness covers everything, hides” (Shketan, 1991).

There are a lot of examples of using of expanded attributes: (Shketan, 1975). “His carefully grown son sits as an old man on a bench at the door”; (Oraj, 1978). “At the steps of the club short powerfully built young man stands”; (Shabdar, 1975); “At the foot of hills gathered people paused for a while” (Shabdar, 1975). “In the small, similar to a bath house of Yapyk’swifethere is little light” (Shabdar, 1975). “Near standing rural young man often shamelessly looked at her”.

In the Mari language attributes can spread with semantically equal and unequal dependent words in the same or different morphological forms, for example: Shabdar, 1975. “In house People make noise like bees: they say about one another, laugh” (Oraj, 1978). “He fell in love with Marina, an orphan girl, living at the end of village Ozambay in the last house by the river” (Chavajn, 1981). “On the front wheel of the cabbies front star was broken”.

3.2 Isolated and not Isolated Attributes

Secondary parts of the sentence can be isolated or not isolated. In the linguistics it is considered that…”Isolation is rhythmic and international distinguishing of any not main part of the sentence in order to inform the importance of non-independent communicative significance” (LES, 1990).

Isolation of the secondary parts of the sentence is affected by:
1) Parts of the sentence are expanded or not expanded, i.e. they receive more syntactic autonomy when there are more secondary parts of the sentence of explanation, and a reason for their isolation appears.
2) Order of the words, i.e. unusual order of the words, and the distancing determining word from determined is a cause of the isolation of the secondary parts of the sentence.
3) Clarifying meaning of one part of the sentence in relation to another one.

And every secondary part of the sentence has its individual way of isolation. The first feature of the isolation was formulated by A. M. Peshkovski. In his opinion the main condition is “interrelation of two parts which are not connected with syntactic link of the parts as relation of determining word to define one and particular to the general; interrelation of two members which are not connected with syntactic ties as determining word to determined one and general to the particular; order of the words; size of the isolated group; neighborhood of other isolated groups; special division of the group from the nearest member to which it can be joined and belong to a more remote one” (Peshkovski, 1956).

Isolation of the attribute emphasizes the sign, quantity of the subject and person with great power and strengthens their semantic role in the sentence. Isolated attribute gives adding information about the determined word, it revives the whole statement with the grammatical isolation.

Connection of the attribute with the determined word is weakened during the isolation. In the case of postposition to the main word the isolated attribute gets the meaning of predication a little and it is consistent with the determined word, for example: (Kugarnja, 2001). “Beautiful song enchants gentle spring. // Nature takes off its coat white” // Ямдылалтсародосемынывашлиш (Kazakov, 1968). “The first Soviet citizen visited from the earth (in space), // Be ready to meet as the relatives”. // (Kazakov, 1951). “Plunges a knife poisoned // fascist gangs into the human heart”.

In the Mari language isolated attributes can be expressed by:
1) Айдеме, пашашкушшо, илышынсаймогыржымпала (Timofeeva, 1989). “The man, who grew up at work knows the good side of life”.
2) Adjectives, for example: Асатуммогайымкучет?—адакйодеш. Кресаныыкланэнкүлешкату—
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3.3 Prepositive and Postpositive Attributes

In the Mari language we often see preposition of the attribute. Position of the attribute before the determined word is considered as a norm in the Mari language and in the other Finno-Ugric languages. In the Mari language position of the attribute is generally accepted as prepositive according to the determined word and it does not depend on parts of the sentence of the attribute, for example: Кечекунуыйымчевертеннинешеши (Shabdar, 1975). “The sun is setting, blushing tops of the birches”. Пашадаржечумыржошудо геотелекеш (Shabdar, 1975). “The salary is one hundred rubles in general”.

We often meet the postpositive using of attribute in the poetic and in the folk poetic language in order to make statements more emotional colored and in order to distinguish any part of the sentence. It is possible to have postposition of the attribute which can be noun or pronoun, for example: Күлйе — таштмариылырындадымжо, // Мастарлэтгыйакаллэтешпинякышлён (Columb, 1965) “Harps’ player is a name and a fame of the Mari girl today// The mastery such is considered the best dowry”.

Using of the attribute is also possible in the isolation in the postposition, for example: Мораесылкундемем; пеледеш // Моторым, // Мастарлэтгыйакаллэтешпинякышлён (Kugarnja, 2001). “How beautiful our region flourishing”. Оңгайлшасум; шурнилышем // Узаводым, күннелгалтышым (Kazakov, 1962). “The salary is one hundred rubles in general”.

3.4 Coordinated and Uncoordinated Attributes

In the Mari literal language the most attributes are uncoordinated. They take place in the preposition according to the main word and they are connected with nominal uncoordinated bond, for example: Опкуннекчишкынылымдымпокожеш, коркавылдыыркун (Chavajn, 1981). “An avid person eats a piece of bread, drinks a bucket of water”; Моторымшыпешынэпожакшактылымпокожеш (Savi, 1978). “On the beautiful place husband of Semoniya built a house”; government, for example: Содормоштешкыпошыр, рушлакакапеленпинненпокышогале, тамаксаркыжыматжылымакпышыл (Shabdar, 1979). “Having turned quickly, he leaned as Russian on the gate, dropped a cigarette at his feet hastily”.

“... in the beautiful autumn there were a lot of works, was felt, there is sand on some places”; adjunction, for example: …чаткатаышжымсомышалошыкылэ, шиненжаксынотошыл (Sapaev, 1979). “In the lowland there is virgin soil, as felt, you accept today!”

As we consider components of the attributive constructions with possessive relations of the word combinations or sentence are connected with incomplete (partial) coordination in the Mari language, for example: Тыйымтотыкпыштты, мыйыпшыргыршотылэ, — маненэЭвай (Shchetan, 1991). “If you do not listen to my words, you will not be my son, — Evaj said.” Тыйымпашатш, ЗоияИванова, батыршатышпышалаш (Chavajn, 1981). “It is your business, Zoya Ivanovna, to take Tamara with yourself”. Шүжаремкүшкеш, // Аккарыкчымыш // Вискан, // Пөлемпокышчүрт (Ivanova, 1976). “Little sister grows up // Sister’s boots // is tried, // Passes through the middle of the room”. Пасушткоомбаиннылышжакшаге// Шуййакалпожаккылы (Chalaj, 1964). “In the field there were combine’s traces, // They spread towards collective farms”.

As a rule postpositive and isolated attributes are coordinated with a determined word, for example: Качейоратчыны // Удырым, чеверым, // Нунныланогешкерт // Мешаенимат (Kazakov, 1962). “If a guy fell in love with // Girl, beautiful // Nothing couldinterfere them” (literally). Огъынапулымдым; тиымдым, //Огъынапулымдым (Kazakov, 1951). “Do not give land this, // Do not give our people (literally)”.

бакалейный велел”, — манам (Shabdar, 1975). “And what goods do you have?” — He asks again. “Such goods which are the most necessary for peasants — grocery”; Шукертегылылылкалык, // Пешаккуту, пешкуатле (Chavajn, 1980). “Not so long ago people lived, // Very large, very strong”. Илпісымым, (ИванМаксимович) ячеркүкум, возыш (Chavajn, 1983). “He writes one very long letter (to Ivan Maksimovich)”. Шүмсалимым, эниморым, // энимдарым, тачнел (Kazakov, 1968). “The warmest regards, the most beautiful, // The cleanest, you accept today!”

The difference of the isolated attributes and not isolated ones are defined by their meanings and functions of the sentences. Not isolated attributes distinguish sign of the object as it is and the isolated attribute gives us adding information about sign of the subject. Differences and syntactic functions of these two attributes are connected with attributive relations of not isolated attribute with clarified word and it has attributive functions and isolated attribute expresses signs of the predication.
3.5 Homogeneous and Inhomogeneous Attributes


In Z. K. Ivanova’s work it is marked: “... parts of the sentence can be homogeneous only when they are independent and connected among themselves by coordinative bond; when they carry out identical syntactic functions towards other part of the sentence and characterize it or are characterized by it in the same way (Ivanova, 1977, p. 5). In our opinion it also can be said about homogeneous attributes, for example: Шыжөөкажал, чыпүл, шыжөеке, // Йоч-влащенеполошуренам (Чахал, 1964). “I remember nice, autumn day, // Streets were crowded with children”. Күүтүрван, шемчүрдиминисектор, сантажым ушкыгылакуптыртен, Пётрымыутышынмыйгырлыгы (Шкетан, 1991). “Inspector with big lips and dark face listened for a long time, wrinkling his forehead, like a bull”. Адакветшыкылык, чыплапагыт (Казаков, 1977). “Autumn is wonderful, nice time again”.

According to the semantic and syntactic features the homogeneous attributes are equal. They characterize a subject in the same way and specify equal and independent semantic signs of the same subject. Constructions with the homogeneous attributes can be divided into the word combination with the single attribute which will have their own lexical and grammatical meanings: Күүдө, ужарлык. “The wide, green meadow”. Күүдөлөк. “The wide meadow”. Ужарлык “The green meadow”. Among homogeneous attributes it is possible to swap the components and it does not change the meaning of the statement, for example: Яндар, волгыдопамаш. “The pure, clear spring”. Волгыдо, яндапарман. “The pure, clear spring”.

Z. K. Ivanova wrote that among inhomogeneous attributes there are the attributes which have definite order of the words towards determined word and every previous attribute refers to the determined word with the following attribute, for example: Икйүүгө, пычөөкөнөүрдөсүкүжү, эрматершөөжүтулумвооз (Орж, 1978). “At one cold night, during the whole dark, November night it was snow, at the morning the snow was a quarter of a yard”. Лумпочшык. Шыжөөкөмөмөртөрөнө (Орж, 1978). “The snow was day by day. It was the waiting beautiful toboggan road”, Иккөлөмдөөчүкүүкөнөүрдөсүкүчүрдөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрчөөкүрч órgытмAbort

In Mari linguistics there are no separate works which are devoted to expanded attribute, some remarks are made in the works of Pengitov (1961, p. 119), Vasikova (1987), Timofeeva (1989). In the dictionary of the linguistic terms following definition of the expanded and not expanded is given: “The expanded parts of the sentence are members of the sentence, having dependant words...” Not expanded parts of the sentence do not have explicative (coordinated, governed, paratactic) words are referred. Not only parts of the sentence an autonomous words but parts of the sentence as not divided word combinations belong to not expanded expression” (SLT, 1972).

In the Mari linguistics M. P. Chkhaidze was the first who wrote about the isolation of the attribute (Chkhaidze, 1941). Describing this phenomena he noticed next moments: according to division of the words into parts of the sentence such attributes can be separated which are adjectives and participles. He wrote that the expanded attributes with dependant words were usually segregated. The author fairly gives the name as participial phrase to the isolated expanded participle with the dependant word. The condition of the isolation of the attribute in the
role of the adjective and participle is referred to using it after determined word. To confirm his words M. P. Chkhaidze gave the example: Капкайымалиныш, оштусан, лёммонпунан, вящтарешемкудалле. “Out of the gate a little dog white, shaggy ran towards me” (Chkhaidze, 1941).

N. T. Pengitov gave some comments about isolated attributes in his works (Pengitov, 1961).

In the works of Vasikova (1987) and Timofeeva (1989) isolated attributes were detailed analyzed. Isolated attributes were distinguished into special kind in the works of these researchers. In our opinion authors correctly named cases and conditions of the isolation. Vasikova wrote that attributes are isolated when 1) they take place after the determined word; 2) attributes are connected with personal and attributive pronouns; 3) they have adding adverbial meaning; 4) there is another word between the attribute and the determined word; 5) the attribute and determined word are separated from each other (Vasikova, 1978).

Timofeeva noticed that attribute in the role of the adjective, participle, participle phrase are isolated in the case of having place after the determined word and gave example: Айдеме, папашкүушо, ильышинамыкъыржымпалала (Тимофеева, 1989). “Man, having grown up at the work, knows good sides of the life”.

According to the position of the determined word attributes are divided into postpositive and prepositive ones. In the dictionary of the linguistics terms preposition is defined as “putting one of two connected elements before others”, and on other side postposition is “putting one of the two connected elements before others” (SLT, 1990).

In the Mari language prepositive and postpositive attributes have not been distinguished into separate group yet. In our opinion, it is possible to do in the Mari language.

According to coordination with determined word, we consider that in the Mari language attributes can be divided into coordinated and not coordinated. In the Mari language prepositive attributes are defined as non coordinated ones and postpositive and isolated attributes are considered as coordinated with form of the main word.


The Finnish investigator of the Mari language Kangasmaa-Minn analyzed materials of the Mari texts which were collected by Beke, Regulus, Porkka and Levy. She gave examples of the coordination in the attributive word combinations. The attribute is similized to the form of the determined word and it can be expressed by 1) noun, for example: jenанән тәсәән нәлон, “he took soul of the man” (Kangasmaa-Minn, 1969); 2) adjective, for example: солтаткуналәшумсуртумшас; “solder began to build new house “(Kangasmaa-Minn, 1959); 3) pronoun, for example: мәномәнкүюксамәләостан? “Who stole my money?” (Kangasmaa-Minn, 1959)

A. Alhoniemi found out examples of coordination of the adjective and participle with determined word in the case during studying of the rich material of E. Beke, for example: me кәләшәмәнд көндәнә “we brought a death man “атаккутсүүккисүм ём поп узән төлә “The pope brought six more killers “ (Alhoniemi, 1983). In Y. V. Anduganov’s work “To the history of the coordination on the level of the form of the words in the Finno-Ugric languages” the opinion was suggested that coordination between secondary parts of the sentence with subordinating syntactic bond, especially between attributive ties existed in the Proto-Uralic language. The scientist wrote that such coordination was compulsory and there is no doubt among scientists. But in his work Y. V. Anduganov made the right scientific assumption that in the Proto-Uralic language regressive coordination (coordination between parts of the construction such as attribute—determined word) was widespread” (Anduganov, 1985). Examples, given by scientists, are persuasive that in the Proto-Uralic language regressive coordination was used between components of the attributive group.

The homogenous and inhomogeneous attributes are considered in Ivanova’s candidate work “The homogeneous parts of the sentence in the Mari language” (1977), in Vasikova’s textbook “The contemporary Mari language. The simple sentence of the Syntax” (1987), in Timofeeva’s work “The contemporary Mari language. The simple sentence of the Syntax”.

5. Conclusion

During investigation we came to the conclusion that according to different signs attributes are divided into five kinds in the contemporary Mari literal language.

In the Mari language the expanded attributes have the dependantexplicativeword and not expanded ones do not have them. In the Mari language not expanded attributes more often take place.

According to the isolation in the sentence the attributes are divided into isolated and not isolated. In the Mari language the isolated attributes are expressed by adjectives, participle, participle phrase and they take place in
the postposition to the determined word and they can be separated by other words from it. Before the determined word the attributes are prepositive ones and when they take place after the main word are postpositive ones. The preposition of the attributes is a norm for the Mari language. In the postposition there are the isolated attributes and the attributes in the inversion. In the Mari language there are coordinated and not coordinated attributes. The coordinated attributes with the main word are the postpositive and isolated attributes. The components of the attributive construction are connected with constructions of possessive relations with help of not full coordination. According to presence of two or more attributes with different or similar meaning or morphological forms at the determined word homogeneous and inhomogeneous attributes are defined. Components of the homogeneous attributes are connected with each other by the coordinative bond on the one side and they are subordinated to the main word on the side, they are equal semantically and morphologically. In the line of the inhomogeneous attribute every subsequent attribute explains previous one. All components of such line make one closely connected structure of the syntactic unit semantically.
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